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Message from the Executive Director 

I recently read that “Change fixes

the past. Transformation creates

the future.” It put the words

“change” in a new light as I

thought change led to

transformation. It does not. 

 

Every day we deal with change –fix

something or not repeat what we did

before. When we are seeking work,

we are in a state of change. I change

my resume, I change directions, I

change how I present myself. I

respond by fixing the past. 

 

We vote governments out to

change something. We no longer

ask for governments that transform.

Transformation takes time and

requires dedication. With

transformation, there is innovation.

Transformation is reflective and

grounded in growth, not reported

on in a Nanos poll. 
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By Elizabeth Nykorowytsch Macnab, CHRL

 

5

OSSCO believes that our learning

activities are transformative. One of

our instructors recently shared the

“ah hah” moments when discussing

our Healthy Involvement in Public

Policy by Seniors (HIPPS) program

and how seniors transform policy.

She knows that a butterfly is a not

just a better caterpillar! 

 

OSSCO’s Senior’s Conference gives

you info to shape and transform

you. Our exhibitor hall has

information that you need now and

to live the life you want, to access

support or new possibilities. Our

workshops help you decide how

your life should be and find your

personal well-being. 

 

Create your path by choosing your

direction – whether looking for work,

deciding on the next government or

creating your vision of the future.

Don’t just settle for a change.

Transform into the butterfly we are

meant to be.
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The Underappreciated

Burden of Flu Amongst

Canada's Older

Population

Supported by an educational

grant from Sanofi Pasteur
Getting the flu shot is the MOST

effective way to prevent the flu.

Getting vaccinated may also help

protect people around you, including

those who are more

vulnerable to serious flu illness, like

babies and young children, older

people, and people with certain

chronic conditions.

   

It is important to note that those who

get the flu shot: 

 

Are more likely to be protected

against the flu compared to those

who are unvaccinated

Are protected against several

different flu strains

 

The Fluzone High-Dose vaccine is

publicly funded for adults 65+

across Ontario as part of the 

2019-2020 flu season.

 

Vaccination does not protect 100% of

individuals and does not reduce the

risk of complications such as

hospitalization once a person gets

influenza.

It’s all too easy to put off getting the

flu shot thinking that you won’t get

the flu, or that if you do, it won’t be

that bad. 

 

The reality is, even healthy adults

over 65 can get sick enough from

the flu to end up hospitalized. Older

adults, aged 65 and older, only

represent about 15% of Canada’s

population but in the 2013-2018 flu

seasons, they

accounted for up to 71% of

hospitalizations and up to 90 % of

deaths due to flu.

 

Catching the flu can be particularly

severe in those with chronic health

conditions like lung disease or heart

disease. The flu can trigger

shortness of breath in those with

existing lung diseases such as

asthma, or even a dreaded

pneumonia infection. 

 

Perhaps the most concerning is

the flu’s ability to worsen chronic

heart conditions; it is a known

trigger for heart attacks and strokes

in people with existing heart

disease.

Welcome to OSSCO's

Board Member

Ellen Yachnin recently retired

from the Ontario government

after a 30-year career that

spanned both the federal and

provincial governments, and

covered a diverse set of issues

from immigration to economic

development, education, and

lastly seniors’ issues. Ellen is

passionate about public service.

 

Most recently, Ellen worked at

the Ministry for Seniors and

Accessibility. She was

responsible for the expansion

and delivery in Ontario of the

Age Friendly Community (AFC)

initiative which is a World Health

Organization (WHO) endorsed

planning and evaluation

framework. By working with

OSSCO, Ellen hopes to continue

to support and promote seniors’

issues.
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Runnymede Healthcare Centre is a

dynamic and growing 206-bed

rehabilitation and complex

continuing care hospital in

Toronto’s west end.

 

We deliver exemplary, patient-

centred care that helps people

recover strength and ability,

typically after hospitalization in

acute care. By providing the right

care at the right time, our hospital is

helping more patients than ever to

safely return to their lives. As

patients’ needs grow and demands

on the healthcare system increase,

our hospital is rising to the

challenge.

 

 

 

Transforming to support

changing patient needs 
By Michael Oreskovich,
Communications Specialist
Runnymede Healthcare Centre

 

Runnymede is a key partner in the

newly formed North Western

Toronto Ontario Health Team, a

collaboration of a broad range of

healthcare providers. Together

with our health team partners, we

are working to ensure our

community receives the care they

need, when they need it in order

to deliver an interconnected,

sustainable healthcare system

that puts patients first.

 

We started a new chapter in our

hospital’s history in 2019 with the

addition of an active rehab

program to address a need in our

community. This program runs

alongside our slow stream rehab

and medically complex programs.

Active rehab at Runnymede

enables patients to promptly

access the intensive therapy they

need to return to their lives.

 

We are ensuring a bright future

for the community we serve. Our

plans to expand Runnymede to

include a 200-bed long-term care

home signal our evolution into a

Centre of Excellence for Aging

and Wellness. And we have more

in store: We are laying the

groundwork for outpatient

services which will give our

community more opportunities to

access the care they need, close

to home.

Daren Dandie pushes past the

norm. This strategy has helped

him recognize and grow great

ideas into fruition. Over the years

he has emphasized his skills in

brand marketing, content

writing, communications, event

planning and social media. 

 

His experience in the hospitality,

communications, financial

industry, non profit and health

and wellness roles is a great

match with OSSCO’s educational

communication activities. His

people skills align well with the

focus of aging Ontarians. His tool

box is full of life experiences

making him a strong contributor

to the team.

 

Meet OSSCO's New

Communications &

Programs Specialist
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Summerworks, and the Toronto

City for Doors Open and Nuit

Blanche.

 

Religion, education, culture and

sports are the big tent areas to

volunteer and have fun in.

Volunteer Toronto is a great way

to discover the area you want to

volunteer in.

 

Seniors will downsize their

accommodation for smaller

spaces. Scaling down is essential

as we age. The Life-Changing

Magic of Tiding Up by Marie

Kondo was helpful when I

purged my place of clothing,

books, hardware, and furniture.

Her category system taught me

how to fold my clothing as well as

pack for travel and camping.

 

Lifelong learning is essential to a

happy outlook on life. Whether

you decide to return to school full

or part-time. Olive Bryanton, a

long-time advocate for seniors on

P.E.I. earned an honorary

doctorate from UPEI in 2000, and

a PhD at the age of 81. Whether it

is learning about the digital

revolution or woodcarving, there

are courses to keep you

entertained and inspired. 

 

Currently, I audit online courses

through Coursera.org and am

taking "Rethinking Learning" and

"The Science of Wellbeing."

Education has no age limit. 

Adapting to change as

an elder

As an older person, change

happens around us and within. How

we can adapt to change is critical to

our happiness.  Let’s look at how

our attitudes towards work /

volunteering, our home, wellness

and learning can support us to

develop positive future outcomes.

 

The best way to prepare for

retirement is to read up on the topic.

I suggest Victory Lap Retirement at

www.victorylapretirement.com.

 

Retiring full-stop becomes a

“downshift into a Victory Lap or

Encore Career”. Books on financial

retirement help you plan wisely

before leaving the world of work.

My career involved teaching

English Second Language so for

two weeks in April I score the grade

10 literacy test and that enables me

to travel. Now that I can concentrate

on my artwork I am in shows

throughout the year selling my

artwork.

 

Volunteering and giving back to the

community is a way to pay it

forward, meet new people, learn or

maintain skills and get out of the

house. My preference is to

volunteer in culture: large sports

events such as the World Masters

Athletics; theatre such as 

By Ava Goodman, OSSCO Senior
Advisory Committee Member,
Lives Lived Project 2019

Aging well means taking care of

your health: diet, exercise and

sleep. I take fitness classes at

least three times a week for

seniors that emphasize

strength, balance, and

endurance. Proper care of the

body and mind enables you to

live well and longer in your third

chapter. Lastly happiness in old

age increases as we do not

have the stress attached to

accomplishment. Gretchen

Rubin’s book The Happiness

Project helped me examine

areas where I wanted to make

changes so I became involved

in a support group offered

through Central Eglington

Community Centre. 

 

”No one can avoid aging, but

aging productively is something

else”(Katherine Graham).

Lives Lived Book Illustration 
by Ava Goodman
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Elections: Pursuing a

change or a call for

transformation?
By Elizabeth Nykorowytsch

Macnab, CHRL

 
Canadians use elections to make

change. We vote parties in (or

out). We feel that the next group

in power will correct the errors of

their predecessors. Canadians no

longer expect a real vision that

transforms Canadians. 

 

OSSCO’s board of directors

looked at this election landscape.  

A vision for a better future for

older people, seniors and their

families was created. These

visionary 6-positions are cost

effective and, in their simplicity,

impactful. 

 

Strengthen the Federal

Medicare system (“Medicare for

all”). While OSSCO supports the

need for a national pharma care /

dental program, the vision of a

national healthcare system for all

Canadians must be sustained.

This fundamental national

cornerstone is eroded. Ontarians

purchase “out of province” health

care insurance to visit families and

friends in other provinces.

 

Purchasing out of province health

care means Ontarians with severe,

often unstable health i.e. cancer,

epilepsy and others can not go

outside the Province.  With a

three- month wait time for health 

care coverage, a lack of a National

Canadian healthcare system stops

unemployed Ontarians from

accepting work in other provinces.

If you become ill during the waiting

period, you are responsible for all

health costs and fees in your “new”

home province.  Family

reunification is impossible. Seniors

become elder orphans.

 

Canadians need a standardized

National Medicare system to move

freely between provincial borders.

Everyone must receive the same

“basket of health care goods”

across the country. Without this

foundation, a national pharma care

or dental system is impossible to

create. 

 

Incorporate Canadians of all ages

into the workplace. No one is

focusing on the employability of

older people and to enhance their

economic opportunities. Older

people face the same challenges

as adults 21 – 29.  Unemployed

workers 55+ need the same hiring

incentives as extended to youth

and young adults. Older people

see gaps and opportunities as

small business owners. OSSCO is

asking the next government to

again invest in successful

programs such as the Targeted

Initiative for Older Workers and

Ontario Self-Employment Benefit

(OSEB) program.

 

Value the “informal” caregiver.

Caregivers, primarily women, enter

 

 

and exit the workforce for unpaid

caregiving of children, spouses or

aging parents. They lose income

towards pension, and have more

gaps in employment. The

“informal” caregiver suffers

another negative impact as their

carer role is not recognized.

Around the world, solutions are

found. In the US, through the

federal Medicare Program,

caregivers who are family

members can be hired and paid for

their work. Australia has a National

Carer Strategy while Scotland

includes the carer as an integral

part of the support system. 

 

There is no federal legislation in

Canada to recognize the valuable

contribution of these “informal”

caregivers. With an increasingly

aging population, OSSCO feels it is

critical and urgent that the

“informal” caregiver is recognized

as integral to the homecare

system. Federal legislation must be

enacted to permit families to hire

family members or friends as

caregivers, who often suffer

financial or career loss associated

with exiting the workforce in their

“informal” carer roles. 

 

Lack of Transportation increases

community and individual

isolation. OSSCO is aware of the

negative impact on northern and

rural communities with a lack of

public transportation linking

residents to vital services, often

health related. For example, Sault

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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new program. Instead of

prescribing medications, the

physician can prescribe joining a

senior’s centre, a community

group or “gym”, all which are

paid for by government. This

increases the wellbeing of the

older person. OSSCO would like

the next government to

encourage the wellbeing of the

older person to join a seniors’

centres, a community centre or a

gym. The federal government is

asked to use its ParticipAction

program to target seniors

highlighting benefits of social

and physical involvement; and,

participation with a tax incentive

for seniors to join a seniors or

community centre or a gym.  This

incentive also creates additional

economic opportunities for small

businesses and non-profit

organizations who support

seniors’ wellbeing and health.

 

Packaging of Marijuana.

October 2019 edible marijuana

products are legal. OSSCO

believes, and especially in light of

the “vaping” issues, that the

same rules as tobacco and

alcohol are to be applied to all

marijuana products. For example,

packages identify potential

health issues, driving high, etc. 

 The federal government needs

to ensure there is no confusion

about edible marijuana products

that may look like other

Ste. Marie seniors go for treatment

in Sudbury and must drive 8 hours

(4 hours each way) as there is no

bus or rail service. 

 

A loss of a transportation network

impacts low income people, those

who do not drive as well as seniors

who give up driving. It creates

isolation between communities.

People move away from their

social networks. Job seekers are

unable to live and work between

communities. It increases social

isolation and loneliness for those

without access to an integrated

transportation system. Low

income seniors become more

disadvantaged.

 

OSSCO asks that a national

transportation strategy is

developed to eliminate barriers for

seniors and individuals aging into

disability. A national transportation

strategy supports new economic

opportunities between

communities i.e. people living in

Windsor can travel to work in

Leamington, and prevents the

exodus from smaller communities

into large urban centers as people

age.

 

Reduce social isolation and

increase physical wellbeing of

older people. The UK recently

addressed the issue of social

isolation, depression and lack of

physical activity for seniors with a 

consumer products i.e. candy,

beer, etc. and legislate

safeguards so that marijuana

edible/oil products are not

attractive to or confusing for

children, to consumers, people

with vision issues i.e. macular

degeneration, those cognitive

impairment, language/literacy

barriers, etc.

 

OSSCO’s vision for seniors and

their families is grounded in

responsible stewardship, good

health and connecting

Canadians. These six points

raised transform our social fabric:

- a national Medicare program for

all Canadians

- employment without ageism

- valuation of the informal

caregiver

- increased social and physical

engagement

- public transportation within and

between communities

- safety

 

It’s a basic yet powerful vision for

aging Canadians that future

elected officials and parties

should support and implement.
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Take Charge of Your Life
Marilyn Wetston, "The Wardrobe

Doctor"

The caterpillar was terrified of what

would become of him as he aged. He

lived as best he could, became a

pupa and just when he thought that

was the end of him he emerged a

butterfly!

 

As in the life cycle of the butterfly we

humans evolve as we age. We do not

know what the future holds and often

find change distressing, 

 

When we encounter a body of water

and determine its depth we can

decide how it is best for us to cross to

the other side. So too when we learn

from experts we are empowered to

make informed decisions and stay

engaged in life. 

 

Change is inevitable. It can be

positive and you can embrace it

rather than fear it by taking charge of

your life. 

 

Start with your health. Get help when

you need it. Be it glasses or hearing

aids or a cane or walker for mobility.

The accessories of life enhance you

and make it possible for you to

maintain your independence. There is

no stigma attached to using them.

 

Beyond feeling better you can resolve

to look your best too. An updated

wardrobe will be comfortable, help

you communicate with others and

give you credibility and confidence.

 

 

The Key to Change is

… Desire

The Rotary Dial Connection is

an arm of our parent company,

AdvanceStates, which

specializes in change and

transformation management.

And they will tell you that

whether changing your name

(as we recently did), your

residence, your personal

perspectives in dealing with

life’s challenges, or even a

baby’s diaper, there’s a secret to

success in dealing with change.

 

The ADKAR model is a

centrepiece of change

management discipline that is

used to convey the five success

levers of change, and it’s an

acronym for Awareness, Desire,

Knowledge, Ability and

Reinforcement. This article isn’t

a course on ADKAR, but I will

steal an element from it here:  it’s

the letter “D” for desire, as I

believe it’s the strongest lever of

the bunch.

 

By James Ellis, President,  The

Rotary Dial Connection

And while the other ADKAR letters

are valuable in drawing attention

to knowing if change is necessary,

how to go about making the

change, and how to keep that

change in place, it’s the desire to

make change in the first place that

truly drives its long-term sticking

power.

 

What we’re talking about here is

perspective. And while we can

easily muster the desire required to

buy a new car or tie into a delicious

meal, that desire button is harder to

push when it comes to that diaper

mentioned above. But the power of

perspective does wonders for

desire when you see the other end

of the baby, who appreciates what

you are doing.

 

Bottom line: change is a constant,

and your ability to shift your

perspective will always be the

secret to adapting to that constant.

Now go put a smile on that baby’s

face!
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Change is Always

Present - Adapt
By Jean Raymond Soulodre,

Educational Program Associate

In recent discussions with people

50+, a few concerns were raised,

such as ageism and the

perception that we are expensive.

They are still considered major

barriers to find work. These

concepts directly affect program

participants in OSSCO’s

Workforce Project, who are in the

50 to 70-year range and

attempting to re-enter the

workforce.

 

When people learn how old you

are, some ask aloud, “Shouldn’t

you be retiring or preparing for

it?” For the most part, this older

group is hungry for work, able to

do it, and eager to continue

contributing in a meaningful way

to society.

 

We are capable and industrious.

The reasons we are not gainfully

employed can be “premature”

retirement; loss due to business

restructuring; newly arrived; or no

Canadian work experience.

 

The “Freedom 55” concept is a

myth. If you are 50+, you are in

your prime. We raise families. We

gain experiences that simply

cannot be theorized. We are

active members in our

community. 

Doesn’t spending the rest of our

lives on a beach seem

preposterous? Some of us

retired early. We find ourselves

with the prospects of living for

20 to 30 more years.

 

It’s a matter of adjusting. In our

Workforce Project we teach the

concept of communicating,

especially face-to-face. Yes,

electronic devices are valuable

to connect us to people we

know and to who they know.

Once the connection is made,

it’s time for that face-to-face

meeting. Learn from the past

and adapt your knowledge and

life experience to today’s world.

Your home can be made to be your

forever home and be beautiful as

well as safe and accessible.

 

To help you evolve, move forward

and accept the challenges, rather

than fear change I have a team of

experts who can help you navigate

all aspects life. All you need to do is

call me or log on to my web site

www.marilyns.ca  or listen to my

show “From a Woman’s

Perspective “ Saturdays at 8:00am

on Zoomer Radio AM740 / 96.7 FM

 

Today is a new day full of

opportunities. Embrace it!

 

FREE Computer Training

Programs at OSSCO

Computers for Beginners -

Learn the basics, how to play

games & puzzles and

communicate through emails

Creative Computers

(Intermediate Level 1) -

Learn about Microsoft Word,

discover Facebook and learn

how to make cards,

invitations or posters

Cellphone, Tablets &

Computer Security

(Intermediate Level 2) -

Learn how to use your

mobile devices and

recognize computer threats

or scams 

For more information, please

call OSSCO at 416-785-8570 

or email info@ossco.org 

Ontario's Premier Seniors

Conference & Information Fair 

 

Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2019

 

Julius Event Centre

2201 Finch Avenue West

Toronto, ON

 

 
FREE Conference for 55+

AM Session: 10am-Noon

PM Session: 1pm-3pm

Registration Required

 

FREE Information Fair

9am-2pm

Open to the Public

 

For more information, please visit

www.ossco.org
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